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Examples of complex coastlines, extracted 
automatically – in the cloud

CoastLine
A revolutionary cloud-based system for mapping the world’s coastlines. 
Built on a customized set of open-source cloud services, CoastLine enables 
on-demand, tide-coordinated, global coastal extraction by connecting 
users to third-party, 24/7 satellite imagery feeds, and automated coastline 
detection algorithms.

 ° Searches, downloads, and stages 
source imagery, and then manually 
extracts coastline features—all in 
the same place

 ° Enables creation of alternative 
coastlines that depict varying tidal 
stages for an area

 ° Uses intuitive work flows tailored to 
cartographic needs

 ° Deploys algorithms easily for 
detection and vectorization

 ° Manages output vector storage

 ° Estimates on a global scale the tide 
height at time and location of each 
source image

 ° Stamps pertinent metadata from the 
source image(s) and the tide service 
values on every vector generated

 ° Outputs multiple formats easily 
(including geojson, WMS, and 
WFS) for aggregations of candidate 
datasets
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CoastLine offers huge advantages to cartographers, mission planners, and others 
developing assessments of the world’s shorelines.
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Better Outputs in a Fraction of the Time
CoastLine reduces the time needed to produce coastline products by up to 

80%, but still leaves control in the user’s hand. The system allows users to 

create multiple products or tailor outputs in a fraction of the time it takes to 

make manually digitized coastline products. Users are provided with candidate 

coastline vectors they can incorporate into their feature data production work 

flows and/or discover changes in coastline.

Support for Multiple Coastal and Littoral Use Cases

 ° Generation of global foundational coastline datasets of multiple vertical standards

 ° Automated coastline change detection, both natural and manmade

 ° Port construction analysis

 ° Near real time maritime boundary situational awareness

 ° Tidal studies (as seen to the right)

Low tide to high tide comparison
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